
Prince of Peace Parish

Finance Council Minutes

February 17, 2022

Present:  Deacon Jeff, Mary Rehberg, Kim Hermans, Danae Srnka, Tim Decker, Greg 

Froelich, Jim Allen, and our other Parish Trustee, Gene Hoelter

Absent:  John Davister, Carl Juza

Meeting called to order at 6:57.  Deacon Jeff led us in prayer.

Mary Rehberg led us in a review of the financial statements for the month of January.  Some 

highlights were noted directly on the financial statements.  No other questions were raised 

regarding the financial statements.  Some highlights included:
  1.  Faith Direct and ACH made up 39% of our support.  A number of families signed up for 

these programs based on our bulletin insert recently.

  2.  We have separate accounts for our cemetaries.  We noted that we would like to do an 

annual meeting of the cemetaries and we would invite our cemetary leaders to that meeting.  

Tentatively place that for fall of each year.

We received a letter from the IRS that we are no longer a monthly remitter of payroll taxes, 

and that we need to remit them a few days after we pay wages in the future.  They assessed 

us a small penalty for not knowing this ourselves, but we will appeal and are extremely 

confident we will get the penalty abated, as this is our first notice of the change in timing.  

Penalty was $470.

Tim Decker redrafted our Finance Constitution.  All members should review the handout and 

get back to Tim with comments by March 4th.

The Constitution and Corporate Authorization Resolutions that needed signings were 

completed by those signators before our meeting started.

We will be having our Education Endowment annual meeting in April.  Please plan to attend 

that meeting.  It will be held right after our Finance meeting.

It was noted that we should have elections on our first meeting of the new fiscal year.  We 

carried over positions for 2022 - 2023, as we did not have a meeting in July.  We will put a tab 

within our minutes of our recurring obligations going forward.

We had an audit by the Diocese on February 8 & 9.  We will get a written report in the future 

that we can review.  



We discussed that some of our cemetary lawn mowing people do not have a certificate of 

insurance in case they get hurt.  Rather than making them employees, we will look into adding 

them to our workers comp policy as an add on.  This should be minimal cost.  If our insurance 

carrier does not want to do this, Mary volunteered to discuss it with them, as they have done 

this for other clients she has worked with.

Next Finance Meeting on March 17, 2022 at 6:30 p.m.  

Meeting adjourned at 8:19.

Submitted by Jim Allen


